Cloud Architecture

How to get there
Quadrants

The Message Box

Old
- Us on Us
- Them on Them

Us on Them
- Them on Us

Products
Old
- Oldsmobiles to conservative 60 year old men
- Oldsmobiles to grunge rockers

New
- Electric powered minivans to "soccer Moms"
- Electric powered minivans to heretofore isolated indigenous peoples

Quadrant I
- Beautiful
- Clear

Quadrant II
- Clear
- Ugly

Quadrant III
- Clarity
- Confusing

Quadrant IV
- Confusing
- Aesthetics
Quadrants for cloud
The 6 Rs
Retain
Retire
Repurchase
Rehost
Replatform
Refactor
Final Thoughts, not in Kampus any more
- Network speed and access
- Where is Cybersecurity?
- How do things work here?
- It’s gone/down? Operations
- The cloud churn